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Abstract. Nowadays, forensic on flash memories has drawn much attention. In 

this paper, a recovery method for SQLite database history records (I.e. updated 

and deleted records) form YAFFS2 is proposed. Based on the 

out-of-place-write strategies in NAND flash memory required by YAFFS2, the 

SQLite history recorders can be recovered and ordered into timeline by their 

timestamps. The experiment results show that the proposed method can recover 

the updated or deleted records correctly. Our method can help investigators to 

find the significant information about user actions in Android smart phones by 

these history recorders, although they seem to have been disappeared or deleted. 
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1 Introduction 

With the growth of Android smart phones, the need for digital forensics in this area 

has shown a significant increase. For the small size, and fast running speed, SQLite is 

widely used in application software that needs to save simple data in a systematic 

manner or adopted into embedded device software. In the Android, a large amount of 

user data is stored in the SQLite database, such as short messages, call logs, and con-

tacts [1]. Considering that deletion of data is frequently practiced in order to manage 

storage space or to update with the latest data, acquiring deleted data information is 

equally as important as retrieving undamaged information from the database. 

Although since the beginning of 2011 with version Gingerbread (Android 2.3), the 

platform switched to the EXT4 file system, there are still many devices in use running 



a lower version than 2.3 and using YAFFS2. Therefore, insights into the amount and 

quality of evidence left on YAFFS2 devices are still of major interest. Compared to 

databases in some other physical environments, because of the write-once limitation 

of NAND flash and YAFFS2 page allocation mechanism [2-3], SQLite in restoring 

means are different. This paper proposed a recovery method of updated or deleted 

record for SQLite database based YAFFS2. Consequently, with sequence number and 

timestamps for SQLite database file, we can construct timeline of SQLite operating 

log and then analyze user actions. 

2 Related work 

Researches of database record recovery are already begun in 1983 by Haerder [4]. He 

suggested that the deleted record can be recovered using transaction file. This method 

can be applied to traditional database on PC when the information of deleted record is 

included in transaction file. 

A study conducted by Pereira [5] attempted recovering deleted records in Mozilla 

Firefox 3 using rollback journal file. In the paper, an algorithm to recover deleted 

SQLite entries based on known internal record structures was proposed and an excep-

tion was used that the rollback journal is not deleted at the end of each transaction 

when the database is used in “exclusive locking” mode.  

While the objective of deleted data recovery in SQLite is on the line of Pereira’s 

work, a tool using recovery method that approaches actual data files instead of a 

journal file that would offer improved practical availability was suggests by Sangjun 

Jeon [6]. They analyzed the file structure of SQLite database and proposed a method 

to recover deleted records from the unallocated area in page. However, this method is 

hard to recover deleted records because remained data are partial in deleted area and 

the length of each field is difficult to estimate. For the android phone that implement-

ed wear-leveling by YAFFS2, the deleted records can be recovered from previous 

versions of file. 

3 Recovery Elements of SQLite deleted records 

From the “out-of-place-write” strategy of YAFFS2 and atomic commit in SQLite [7], 

a deleted SQLite file could be recovered. Therefore, the deleted records can also be 

restored. In YAFFS2, obsolete chunks can only be turned into free chunks by the 



process of garbage collection. Whenever one or more obsolete chunks exist within a 

block, the corresponding data is still recoverable until the respective block gets gar-

bage collected. And from the perspective of the storage mechanism of YAFFS2, it can 

be concluded that every object header corresponds to a version of file. Once a trans-

action occurs, there will be an object header and a new version is created. So, the 

deleted file can be recovered until the respective block gets garbage collected. And 

versions of each database can be restored as much as possible. 

4 The proposed method 

The process framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 

Pre-processingAcquiring image Recovering Sqlite database file Extracting records Constructing timeline
 

Fig. 1. The process framework of the proposed algorithm 

There are two ways to acquire Android image—physical and logical method. Physical 

method is carried by JTAG [8] while logical method is carried out by “DD” or 

“NANDdump” instruction after rooting is executed. In this paper, only the logical 

method is considered. 

The pre-processing sequentially records each chunk’s objectID, objectType, 

chunkID, and chunkType in accordance with the allocation order on chip. All the 

blocks of a flash chip are sorted by sequence number from the largest to the smallest. 

And then these sorted blocks are scanned from the one with the largest sequence 

number to the one with the smallest, and within a block, its chunks are scanned from 

the last one to the first. During this process, objectID, objectType, chunkID and 

chunkType of each chunk are stored into an array csq[] separately. A simplified algo-

rithm of recovering sqlite database file in pseudo-code is shown below. 

Algorithm: Recovering SQLite database file 

Input: the array of structures csq[] and the image 

Output: all SQLite files group by the filename 

1.for each chunk in csq[] do /*scan the entire image reversely 

in chronological order*/ 

2. if (chunkType=0x80) and (objectType=0x10) then 

/*recognize a file’s object header chunk*/ 

3.  Find the data chunk of chunkID=1; 

4.  if (magic number=”SQLite format 3”) then  



/*Read the magic number in file header and de-

termine sqlite database file*/ 

5.   if the folder named by database’s filename does not 

exist then  

6.    create this folder; 

7.   Extract information such as timestamps, objectID and 

file’s length and store it; 

8.   Calculate the num_chunks of the file by formula (1); 

9.   Find all data chunks for the file; 

10.   Calculate all data chunks’ physical address by formula 

(2~4); 

11.   Reassemble this file named by filename and its 

objectID in the folder; 

 _ / _num chunks length size chunk     (1) 

Here num_chunks is the number of chunks the file occupies, length is the file’s 

length, and size_chunk is the size of a page on NAND flash chip. 

 _ [ / ]block offset bsq k N  (2) 

 _ ( % )chunk offset N k N   (3) 

 _ _ _chunk address block offset chunk offset   (4) 

Here k means the k
th

 chunk which was stored, N is the number of chunks in a 

block, block_offset is the chunk’s physical block offset, chunk_offset is the chunk’s 

relative offset in a block, and chunk_address is its physical address. 

When scanning the whole chip, all sqlite database file are recovered indicated by 

object header. During this process, all files are grouped by the filename, and then 

distinguished by the history version number. In next step, all the records are extracted 

from each recovered integrated database file and stored into a CSV file, and verify 

that the integrity of the file that we restored. 

When all recoverable history version of a same database file are recovered, a time-

line for SQLite CRUD operations can be constructed by timestamp recorded in object 

header. In contrast of the SQLite records extracted from the two adjacent versions 

files, the SQL event from one change to another can be inferred. Then, through the 

analysis of the low-level SQL events corresponding to each user action, a user actions 

timeline can be constructed by analyzing the entire timeline of SQL event. Finally, we 

can have a global awareness about what the user did and when. 



5 Experiments  

In this part, a publicly dataset experiment is used to verify the effectiveness of the 

recovery method we proposed in the real scene. 

The DFRWS has created two scenarios for the forensics challenge in 2011[9]. Im-

ages for Scenario 2 were acquired through NANDdump that OOB area can be ac-

quired. 269MB File mtd8.dd for Scenario 2 was used in this experiment because it is 

the user image that contains a large number of user information. 110 sqlite files of 

different versions are recovered. Comparing our experimental results with the DFRC 

team's result, the latest version of all files in our result is equal to the DFRC team's 

result. In addition, the older versions of the sqlite file can be recovered using our 

method and the user actions can be analyzed using these files. 

For example, the recovered file mmssms.db contains the user’s short messages sent 

and received using this device. In our result, 16 versions file are recovered. Then a 

timeline Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 can be constructed according to these files. In the Fig. 3, 

you can clearly see what the user did and when. For instance, insert a record of id=17 

in 04:43:04 represents the user received a short message. Update a record in 04:43:13 

represents the user read it. Similarly, other database files can be analyzed too. 

Through a joint analysis of the results of all databases, a whole timeline of user be-

havior can be obtained. Experiment in this part shows that our proposed method is 

suitable for the real case and play an important role in forensic work. 
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Fig. 2. Timeline of the SQL event about mmssms.db 
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Fig. 3. Timeline of the user action about mmssms.db 



6 Conclusions and Future work 

In this paper, a recovery method for SQLite record based YAFFS2 is proposed. Then 

construct timeline for SQLite CRUD operations by utilizing timestamp recorded in 

object header, and these may supply significant information about user behaviors to 

forensic investigations. The experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed 

method. This paper proves that file recovering from flash chips is practical, but as 

ext4 file system is widely used in android phone and Linux system, more forensic 

research is needed on ext4 in digital forensic perspective. Thus the technology of 

recovering data records from SQLite in ext4 file system will be our research direction. 
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